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Aberdeenshire - Scotland

4 Day Full Bag Geese shooting and Duck hunting - no limit

Price: 5.000 £ / gun

We need a group of 6 guns - Hunting period from August - January

Price includes:  4 hunts on Geese till lunch - 3 Duck hunts in the afternoon - All transport during 
hunt - All organization of the hunt - Scotish hunting license - 5 night full board accommodation & 
meals in a B&B - VAT.

Price does not include:  Alcoholic drinks - Transfer to the hunting area - Extras & Tips - Cartridges 
@ 1 £ for Geese load and 0.70 £ for Duck load.

How the Geese Shooting Program looks like:

The Geese hunt starts 06.00 from layblinds - we are hunting over decoyed fields. From 12.00 - 13.00 
we have a lunchbreak - in the late afternoon / evening we are hunting Ducks. 

We offer some of the best shooting for Geese & Duck in Scotland, and with the number of Geese 
increasing each year it can only get better. All shooting will be carried out on local farmland in the 
Aberdeenshire area. You will only be shooting on fields that have had Geese feeding in them the day 
before… 
Geese
Although their habits are governed by the tide, wind, weather, and moon, in general geese fly inland 
at daybreak to their feeding grounds, like potato fields or winter cereals, and return to roost far out 
on the mudflats at dusk.
There are three species of goose that can be legally hunted in Scotland: Grey lag, Pink foot and 
Canada are all legal quarry; coastal wildfowling and decoying into arable fields cater for the majority 
of geese shot in Scotland although some are shot flighting into and out of inland ponds.

Duck
Inland duck shooting generally takes place in the evening at the last light as they come into feed. 
These feeding areas can be mature crops and stubble fields or ponds which have been fed with 
barley or other suitable feeds to attract the ducks. There are a variety of duck species that can be 
legally shot in Scotland although the main quarry species are mallard, teal, and wigeon. 

Please contact me for more detailed information!
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